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Lyft’s mission

Improve people’s lives with the world’s best transportation.
Electrification is expanding the reach of bike share
Daily Trips Per Citi Bike
August 2018 - February 2019

Electric Bikes - 15
Classic Bikes - 5
Lindsay Abrams @readinggirl

Started off 2019 with actual superpowers*

*Riding a pedal-assist @CitiBikeNYC over the Manhattan Bridge
#bikenyc

Tony Bacigalupo @tonybgoode

Riding a pedal assist bike is like having superpowers.

It's going to make @CitiBikeNYC accessible to a much wider audience of riders.

kira fisher @kiixfish

rode an electric pedal-assist @CitiBikeNYC from the EV to Greenpoint - an effortless 22 minute ride. flying up and down the williamsburg bridge was a THRILL

Sean Coughlin @seancoughlinnyc

I finally snagged a pedal-assist @CitiBikeNYC and was literally giggling with delight. My only issue was that my trip wasn't longer.
Distance of Citi Bike Rides

Riders on electric bikes complete a greater share of long trips relative to classic bikes.
Share of Trips that Cross an East River Bridge

Electric bikes complete double the share of trips across the East River bridges compared to classic Citi Bike.
Deep public-private partnerships to deliver lasting value to cities from electrified micro-mobility
Divvy Expansion
The City of Chicago recently approved Lyft’s $50 million investment in Divvy that will bring bikeshare to every ward of the city, expand equity and job training programs, and bring to the fleet a brand new model of bike that can be locked to existing infrastructure or docked at a station.

Citi Bike Expansion
In November 2018, Lyft and the City of New York came to an agreement to double the Citi Bike service area by 35 square miles and triple the number of bikes in the fleet.